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This spring has been wonderful for photographers, and wildlife lovers 
alike. We started the season with the first Bear sighting on Saturday 
4th April, which was very early considering the amount of snow we 
still had. Since this date, Bear’s have continued to visit every night 
since, and has yet to not show.

This spring we had the most snow here at Wild Brown Bear Centre 
than we have ever had in the last 15 years, and amazingly we still 
had a thick covering until around the 10th of May, much later than 
usual! 
This allowed photographers endless opportunity for photographing 
the bear’s among the snow-covered landscape. 
At the end of April we also witnessed a very heavy snow storm, and 
without fail the Bear’s showed right on cue, resulting in the photo-
graphers capturing very unique photographs.  

Reminder: 
On 22nd April 
2016 it is a full 
moon, meaning 
with clear con-
ditions it is pos-
sible to photo-
graph bear’s well 
into the night, 
which normally 
wouldn’t be pos-
sible.
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Wild Brown Bear - Spring 2015

Old and faithful ‘Brutus’ once again. One of the biggest male in Finland.

Photographers were also lucky enough to see the first mating pair of Bear’s 
on the 15th May, a very rare sight to see and photograph!

Now that the snow and ice has melted, the wonderful picturesque Lakes are once again visible, revealing the reflec-
tions of both the landscape and its predators - this is always a popular choose for photographer’s each season.
As we move further into the summer months, the nights will once again become a constant stream of light, meaning 
it’s possible to shoot throughout the whole night.

Between 5th April-     
30th May 

-Bears every night

Sightings during 
May
•Mother with 2 
yearling cubs
•Mother with 1 new-
born cub

•3 individual Wolve-
rines

Photo Kyle Moore
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New Hides 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

Now that the snow and ice has melted, the wonderful picturesque Lakes are once again visible, revealing the reflec-
tions of both the landscape and its predators - this is always a popular choose for photographer’s each season.
As we move further into the summer months, the nights will once again become a constant stream of light, meaning 
it’s possible to shoot throughout the whole night.

We are extremely excited to announce our brand new ‘photography hides’ 15 - 22, which offers a 
wonderfully unique view, overlooking two different brand new Lakes, providing incredible fresh pho-
tographic opportunities in a peaceful secluded location. Each hide is for 2 people.

The new hides are available for booking now. 
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Photography hides

Hides 13 and 14 are for 1 people, other hides are for 2 people.
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As usual June and July provided photographers and visitors spectacular opportunities 
to photograph Bears and Wolverines, this was also helped thanks to the wonderful long 
daylight hours of the Finnish ‘Midsummer’ nights - almost 24hours of light!!
This time of year is always popular here at WBB, as photographers are rewarded not only with almost 24hour of 
solid light, but also lots of activity and behaviour from our predators such as the Bears, Wolverines, and if lucky, 
even wolves!
During the midsummer months some of our most popular hides for photographers are these located inside the fo-
rest (hide 7, 15, 16) giving unique photographs of predators among untouched wild Pine and Spruce forest habitat. 

Again this is massively helped once again by the ne-
ver-ending summer lightness. 
One technique photographers love in the forest, is to 
photograph the Predators as they walk into patches of 
dappled sunlight, creating unique atmospheric images. 
Lastly, mother and cubs are often seen in our forest hi-
des, as the mother bears feel much more secure among 
the forest, meaning if any danger arise from large ma-
les cubs can quickly climb trees away from any danger. 
This year we had multiple sightings of a mother with 2 
yearling cubs, as well as a mother and 2 newborn cubs!

Hide 7 Hide 7

Kyle Moore 
Hide 15
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New Hides 
We have put lots of hard work and effort into building and carefully positioning the new hides, numbers from 
15 - 22. The feedback we have been receiving from our visitors have made all the hard work extra worthwhile! 
Particularly the two new lake hides have been working very well, with Bears and Wolverines approaching only 
meters in front of the hides, meaning photographers are able to capture wide-angle environmental images wit-
hout the need of remote camera technology.  
One feature unique to our lake hides here at WBB is that it is possible to photograph Bears and Wolverines 
between the hides it self, and the lake. Depending on conditions, this can result in simply outstanding results, 
and is something visiting photographers have been extremely pleased to see and witness.

Highlights 
June: Many nights mother Bear 
with 2 cubs.
Lots of Bear and Wolverine action 
from all hides.
Swimming Bears from hides 17-20 
- very rare to witness! 
Also seen was Great Grey Owl 
July: Many nights mother Bears 
with cubs
Bears and Wolverines visiting al-
most every night

Wolverine 
This season we have had some spectacular views of Wolverines, some of the best in fact! They have 
frequented all hides during June-July, and have visited every single night, ofter staying for long 
periods of time, allowing for plenty of photographic opportunities. Also Wolverines were visiting 
frequently during sunrise for 3 solid week in July, commonly only 1 meter away from the hide.

Erik Mandre 
Hide 16 

Magnus Fredriksson
Hide 17

Kyle Moore
Hide 16
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Emä toi 2 pentua 3-5 kertaa viikossa eri puolille 
kojualuetta

The colder night-time air tem-
perature will create ground mist 
more frequently and this will add 
dramatic character to the landsca-
pe and your images

Erik Mandre
Hide 18

Erik Mandre
Hide 22

August is always a dramatic and atmospheric month for photographers here at WBB. Towards the end of August 
daylight hours decrease ever more as we approach the autumn season, this in return means colder night-time air tem-
peratures which often create low-ground mist, this is always popular as it renders the Bears and other predators among 
a ghostly landscape that is the Taiga forest…
Bears are usually extremely active throughout the next two months (August - September) as they are now building there fat reserves, increa-
sing in both size and weight in preparation for hibernation throughout the long and hard Finnish winter.

Silhouettes
Thanks to the low late-summer sun silhouettes of the predators are 
much easier to achieve now, and is always a popular choice among 
visiting photographers. 
This is possible from all our hides, however it is particularly more pos-
sible from the following hides; 8, 9, 10, 11, 17, 18, 19, 20. 

New low-level shooting holes.
One improvement we have been working on this season at WBB is 
the possibility to photograph from ground-level. Simply moving a 
few meters lower creates a whole new, and dramatic viewpoint, we 
are very happy with how this has worked out, and the feedback we 
are receiving from visitors.
This really is a great new addition, in fact we believe we are one of 
the only locations in Europe to offer this possibility! 
The new low-level shooting holes have been installed in the follo-
wing hides; 11, 15, 17 - 22. 
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Highlights
21.8 Bear + 2 new-born cubs, many bears, 2 wolverines,          
              3-5 wolves howling
25.8 many bears, 2 wolverines, wolves howling
29.8 Bear + 2 new-born cubs, many bears

Erik Mandre

Erik Mandre

One of the benefits of this new addition to our hides is the possibilities for using wide angle lenses, without the need 
for remote controls etc. With a careful positioning of food, we can attract the Bears and Wolverines to only meters in 
front, (as short as only 1 meter!!). Again we strongly believe WBB is one of the only locations to offer this possibility 
for wide angle Wolverine  and Bear photographs!.

Autumn colours 
As August draws to a close we see the Taiga forest starting to tran-
sform into a beautiful bitter sweetness of autumn colours. At this 
stage Bears simply just look extra stunning among the different 
vivid colours, also activity usually increases too as Bear’s try to 
build as much fat reserves as possible. 

Wolverine very active! 
Throughout August Wolverines were very active, showing almost 
every single night, again visiting the hides unto a meter distance 
away. 
It has also been possible this season, with great success to pho-
tograph them climbing trees, again this is a very unique photo-
graphic opportunity to witness!. 
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Magnus Fredriksson
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September at WBB centre see’s the Taiga forest transform into bitter-sweat golden colours of autumn, the 
perfect backdrop for the predators, therefore it’s no surprise Autumn is always a popular season for photogra-
phers visiting here at WBB. 

Earlier bears
Autumn is a very active time for Bears visiting the area, as they 
are now beginning to take on fat-reserves, and in return will be 
increasing in both size and weight, in preparation to the long 
harsh Finnish winter, and hibernation. 
 During the Autumn months the bears tend to visit the 
hide areas much earlier to ensure there is still a supple of fresh 
food, usually visiting between 15:00 - 16:30, meaning photogra-
phers are often rewarded with beautiful low-autumn light.

Mother with Cubs 
This season has been great for cubs, with multiple mothers 
visiting the hide areas along with cubs. This Autumn a female 
with her cubs were very active across all feeding areas, giving 
photographers and visitors some very memorable photographic 
moments.  

Northern Lights 
It wasn’t only the predators photographers were rewarded with 
photo opportunities this Autumn. We have had a fantastic 
couple of months for the Northern lights, being very strong and 
visible. 
 This natural spectacle looks simply stunning reflecting 
among the lakes in front of the hides - even better if you can get 
a bear in the same picture!!!

Owls 
Lastly we have also been seeing lots of Owls this autumn around 
the hide areas, more often than not within photographic range. 
These species include; Great Grey, Ural, Tengmals and Pygmy 
Owl.
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We are looking forward to your booking, and please do not hesitate to contact us for further information.

Erik Mandre 
Hide 1

Magnus Fredriksson
Hide 21

Magnus Fredriksson
Hide 21

2015 season review 
There we have it, yet another season has flown by here at WBB 
centre. We have enjoyed having all the guests and hopefully will 
see each and everyone of these who visited again. 
 All in all this season has once again been fantastic, 
being a brilliant year for Bear’s as well as Wolverine. Photogra-
phers have been rewarded with some fantastic photographs, 
which are always a joy to view and share. 
 The first Bear visited the hide areas on April 4th, and 
since this date we have had a 98% success rate of viewing Bears. 

September highlights
2nd Sep: Mother with 2 
new-born cubs, many Bears, 
Wolverines.

5th Sep: Many Bears, Wolveri-
ne, one cub.

6th Sep: Great Grey Owl, Ural 
Owl, Pygmy Owl 

7th Sep: 3 Great Grey Owls

26th-30th Sep: Mother with 2 
new-born cubs, Bears, Wolve-
rines.

Throughout the season we have had roughly 25-30 different 
bears visiting the hide areas.   
  Possibility for viewing Wolverine has been 
wonderful this year, with a 70% success rate, which is brilliant 
considering the range and behaviour of Wolverines! This season 
we have had regular visits from 4 different Wolverines.  
 The main thing this season was the new hides and 
photographic opportunities, which has been better than we 
could have ever imagined. All new hides have worked extremely 
well, and we are pleased with the feedback we have received 
from our visitors.


